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winter stillness
In Chinese Medicine winter corresponds with the water element and correlates with the kidneys and bladder.
So, this season be kind to your kidneys and adrenals, try and cut back on the caffeine and stimulants, keep
hydrated, and enjoy salty foods like miso soup and nourishing beans (which are shaped like kidneys). Keep your
feet and lower back warm at all times to avoid cold letting into your body.
If you have any fatigue or exhaustion, avoid burnout and make time to stop and rest, sleep as much as you need.
Now is not the time for toughing it out or pushing through, instead practice patience, nurture and nourish
yourself and allow yourself to heal and rejuvenate.
Meditation is easier in winter because of the stillness, think of nature, all the leaves have fallen and the forest
growth slows to a stop as it quietly waits for spring. If you have any blocks around moving forward use this
stillness to understand what you are afraid of and focus on developing confidence, certainty and direction. Set
up a strategy that will help you launch new projects and creativity in spring.

relax and stay warm
with cold showers...
Research shows cold showers are good for boosting
your immune system and circulation especially when
it's cold! Hot water draws the blood to the skin, and
the cold water pushes the blood into the organs. It
not only helps you adapt to the cold it also relaxes
your nerves and wakes you up better than a coffee!
Start your shower hot as usual then towards the end
go cold for about 30 seconds, then hot again for a bit
and cold a second time and finish with a well
deserved burst of hot.
It takes a little getting used to but if you're brave and
give it a try you'll wish you'd started years ago!

“Winter is the time for comfort, for good
food and warmth, for the touch of a
friendly hand and for a talk beside the fire:
it is the time for home.” ― Edith Sitwell

stop feeling stuck
Releasing stuck energy is easier than you think.
Simply look at what feels stuck in your life, then focus
on how you want it to be instead!
I have put together a simple step-by-step guide that
takes you through the process of getting out of
'stuckness' and into your purpose. Repeat as needed!
GET YOUR FREE STEP-BY-GUIDE AT
WWW.THENEWLEAF.BLOG/STOPFEELINGSTUCK
The New Leaf coaching & kinesiology is based in
Maleny on the Sunshine Coast and founded by
Zoe Davis a full time natural therapist since
1997.
The New Leaf currently offers 1:1 sessions and
programs in clinic and by phone as well as a blog
and fortnightly emails.
STAY IN TOUCH, JOIN THE NEW LEAF AT
WWW.THENEWLEAF.BLOG
TO BOOK A SESSION CALL/SMS 0401318593

